
Data Protection Act – a more detailed guide

What does the Act do?
The Data Protection Act 1998 places considerable duties on organisations which
process personal data;  increases the rights of access by data subjects;  and widens the
range of data covered by legislation.

What does it mean to the Council?
The Act may place specific demands upon your Service and its functions.  You may
need to carry out further research within your Service to be aware of the specific
requirements of the Act.  This is particularly the case for Social Work Services,
Housing Services and Education Services.  For example, Housing Services will be
interested in the effect of the Act on data sharing; (the transfer of information between
departments or agencies);  rent recording and arrears;  tenants requests;  anti-social
behaviour convictions.

The Act is about good information handling and there are civil and criminal penalties
for employers and employees who do not follow good practice.

What is Personal Data or Information?
Personal data is information about a living person who can be identified by that
information, or by other information which is in the possession of the Council.
Information includes any expression of opinion about the individual, and any
indication of the intentions of the Council, or another person about the individual.  It
does not matter whether the information is on paper, video tape, computer, cassette,
micro-fiche etc, the Data Protection Act will apply.  In this note, the terms "data" and
"information" are used interchangeably.

The Act defines data as information which is either processed by means of equipment
automatically in response to instructions given, for example, a computer;  or is
recorded so it can be processed using such equipment;  or is recorded as part of a
relevant filing system or with the intention it should form part of a relevant filing
system (for example manual files, card index);  or forms part of an accessible record.
It is easiest to think of Data as any personal information held by the Authority.

How does the Act apply to Services?
Each Service holds, processes and records personal information.  For example
Housing Services processes information on tenants and prospective tenants.  Finance
Services processes personal information for Council tax purposes.  Schools process
information on pupils.  Corporate and other Services process information on
employees.  Legal Services holds information on taxi drivers.



What is Processing?
"Processing" information includes obtaining, recording, organising, adapting, altering,
retrieving, consulting, using, holding, disclosing, publishing, aligning, combining,
blocking, erasing or destroying information.  Anything you do with personal
information is likely to be "processing".  If you are entering personal information on a
computer screen, then you are processing.  If you are e-mailing personal information
then you are processing.  Consulting a card index is processing.  Viewing a video
where an individual can be identified e.g. CCTV in schools for security purposes is
processing.  Listening to a tape recording of an individual where the individual can be
identified is processing.

The Data Protection principles say that personal information must be:

1. fairly and lawfully processed
2 processed only for specified and lawful purposes
3. adequate, relevant and not excessive
4. accurate and where necessary kept up to date
5. not kept any longer than necessary
6. processed in accordance with the data subject's rights
7. secure against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,

destruction or damage
8. not transferred to any countries without an "adequate level of protection".

Where are these Rights for Individuals?
The Act gives the following rights to people where the Council holds personal
information about them.  They have:

• Subject access rights to personal data, held about them by the Council.
• A right to prevent processing of personal information if it is causing or is likely to

cause substantial damage or distress to that individual (the "data subject")
• A right related to automatic decision making.  So if the Council uses technology
• to reach a decision which is based solely on processing by some automatic means,

say grants to individual applicants using a specially designed computer
programme, then the data subject can give written notice that he / she does not
want to be subject to purely automatic decision making procedures where those
procedures might have some significant impact on that person

• A right to have inaccurate personal information corrected or erased
• A right to take action for compensation for damage

What General Restrictions are there on Processing?
Processing can only be carried out when one of the following conditions has been
met:

• the individual has given his or her consent to the processing
• processing is necessary for the performance of a contract with the individual
• processing is required under legal obligation
• processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the individual
• processing is necessary to carry out public functions
• processing is necessary to pursue the legitimate interests of the data controller or

third parties (unless it could prejudice the interests of the individual)



Going back to the definition of data under the Act, what is a "relevant filing
system"?

Everyone knows that a filing system is ordered / sorted by number, names, grouping
of files, indexes, by Area, by Service, and so on.

If you have collected or are about to collect personal information or are in the process
of doing that, and intend to hold or do hold personal data in some ordered fashion,
then the Act comes into play.  Information does not have to be in a filing cabinet to be
caught by the Act.  The Act covers any set of information relating to living persons
where it is structured in such a way that information relating to an individual is
accessible.

The only time the information is not covered by the Act is a collection of papers in a
folder having no order or structure.  But if that file forms part of a filing system, e.g. It
is the "miscellaneous" file, or "sundry" file and contains personal data, then the Act
applies.

What are Accessible Records?
"Accessible records" are computer or manual records, which are:

• health records created by health professionals
• information processed by an Education Authority for the purpose of its relevant

functions (excluding use of information processed by teachers  for his / her own
use)

• public records relevant to Local Authority Housing and Social Work authority
functions.

Is There a Difference Between Temporary and Permanent Holding of
Information?
It does not matter for how long the personal data is held about the living individual,
the Act comes into play.

Are there any exemptions or exceptions under the Act as there are in other
pieces of legislation?
There are certain exemption and exceptions. Not every function involving personal
data is subject to the full force of the Act.  There are primary and miscellaneous
exemptions, which range from almost total exemption from the requirements of the
Act where none of the data protection principles need be followed, to a limited
dispensation.  This briefing note does not go into those exemptions in detail.

So what are the Exemptions Generally?
It is important to note what follows is only an outline of the exemptions.  Your service
may have researched these as they apply to your service.  Your professional
associations may have given guidance.



• Primary Exemptions
National Security Situations / Circumstances where it would be entirely
inappropriate to make information, or even knowledge of the existence of
information available to anyone who wanted it in relation to national security.  In
these circumstances there is exemption from all the data protection principles;
subject access rights;  the requirements of notification of registration;
enforcement by the Commissioner;  and unlawfully obtaining personal data.

• Crime and Taxation
Several exemptions apply where activities relate to combating crime, to law
enforcement and to administering taxation.  This applies to data processed for the
prevention or detection of crime;  apprehension or prosecution of offenders;  and
the assessment or collection of any tax or duty of any imposition of a similar
nature.  The consent of the data subject is not required to process this information
or to pass personal information to a body requiring information for those purposes.

• Health, Education and Social Work
Some information collected by Local Authorities is particularly intimate and
private.  For example information about health and medical treatment, schooling
and dealings with social welfare bodies.  It may not be in a person's interest to
have free access to such information, for example, the release of medical or social
welfare information, which could cause considerable distress to an individual if
released.  The Secretary of State can and has made secondary legislation in this
area and it is for Services to assure themselves as to what is permitted and
prohibited specifically under the Act.

• Regulatory Activity
Special functions, circumstances, requirements and operations with information of
Regulatory bodies attract various exemptions.  Such Regulatory bodies include the
Commission for Local Administration, and the Director General of Fair Trading.

• Journalism, Art and Literature
Certain exemptions apply to enable freedom of expression (but not necessarily of
freedom of publication)

• Research, History and Statistics
Certain exemptions apply where organisations and individuals conduct research
which involves personal information and includes allowing the passing of research
data on to other researchers.

• Information available to the public
You are not required to deal with a "subject access request" where information is
available to the public as a result of a Parliamentary Act, for example, the Register
of Electors.

• Disclosures required by law or made in connection with legal proceedings
There are appropriate provisions for the treatment of personal data where it has to
be disclosed by law in response to an Act or by Court Order.

• Domestic Purposes
Exemptions are available to the domestic / private processing of personal
information e.g. home computing.



• Miscellaneous exemptions
These include confidential references given by a data controller, the Armed
Forces, conditional appointments and honours, crown appointments, management
forecasts, corporate finance, negotiations, examination marks and scripts, legal
professional privilege and self-incrimination.

What about Sensitive Information my staff or I handle?
The Act makes specific provision for sensitive personal data.  Sensitive data includes
information on racial or ethnic origin;  political opinions;  religious or other beliefs;
trade union membership;  health;  sex life;  criminal proceedings or convictions.

Sensitive data can only be processed under strict conditions including:

• having the explicit consent of the individual
• being required by law to process the data for employment purposes
• needing to process the data to protect the vital interests of the data subject or

another
• dealing with the administration of justice or legal proceedings

What if a data subject, i.e. living individual, makes a subject access request?
Subject to certain conditions, the individual is entitled to:

• be informed by the Data Controller if information is being processed by him / her
or on behalf of the data controller (and that does not just include "in house"
processing)

• a description of that data
• a description of that purposes for which the data is being processed
• be told who is receiving that information
• have it communicated in an intelligible form
• be informed of the logic of decision taking if the personal data is processed by

automatic means.

So as an example if someone applies for a job with the Council that person can ask:

• if information is held on that person (and it need not necessarily be just
information held by Corporate Services or the recruiting Service)

• for a description of that information
• why is it held?
• who will see it / has seen it?
• from where did the Council get that information?
• for that information to be communicated to him / her in an intelligible form.

As another example, if someone makes a complaint to the Council then he / she can
ask such questions as:

• what information is held about him / her in respect of that complaint
• who has it?
• for what reason?



• from where was the information obtained?
• is that information out of date?

Do we have to provide everything asked for by a subject when he / she makes a
request, and are there certain conditions?
Information need not be supplied unless there is a written request.  Council may in
due course decide to charge a fee for the provision of the information.  The Council
has a subject access request form [to subject access request form] which people with
queries should be encouraged to use, but individuals can write in as an alternative.

Generally all data to which the request relates will be provided, excepting where there
may be exceptions on this requirement.  The Council does not have to comply with
the request unless we are given information necessary to confirm the identity of the
person making the request, and any information reasonably required to locate the data.
We will have to respond within 40 days from the receipt of the request but if the fee
(if we charge one) is received later or information is received later which then allows
the research to take place, then the 40 days is from the receipt of that information or
the fee if charged.

What do you do if you receive a data subject access request?
Subject access requests (SAR's) should be dealt with departmentally.  These may be
referred to Central Services (Data Protection Officer) where a number of departments
are involved or where it is complex.

If the Council has previously complied with an access request from a particular person
(subject), then it does not have to comply with any further identical or similar request
until a reasonable time as elapsed.

A request to provide a copy of personal data held can be declined if the data subject
agrees or if supplying it would involve a disproportionate effort.  It does not mean that
we can refuse to supply the information – only refuse to supply it in that particular
permanent form.

For example it would not be sensible to allow someone to walk away with a register –
but he / she can be given a copy of an extract, or be allowed to see it at the location
where it is held.

How long do records need to be kept?
As long as is required for historic, legal and fiscal purposes.  Additional guidance on
this will occur.  Records should be checked at regular intervals to make sure that the
information in them is accurate and up to date.  It is important to note that there may
well be legal prescription periods saying for how long information must be kept.


